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Skills and perspectives to work with software and data 
are increasingly important as we generate more data.



Researchers are very interested in learning these skills

Survey by Bioinformatics Resource 
Australia on what it would be most 
useful for them to offer

http://braembl.org.au/news/braembl-community-survey-report-2013



Current Unmet Needs

Barone L,  Williams J and Micklos D. Unmet Needs for Analyzing Biological Big Data: A 
Survey of 704 NSF Principal Investigators (2017)



How do we scale data and software skills 
along with data production?



Building Skills and Community

● Creating training ‘in the gaps’ that is 

accessible, approachable, aligned and 

applicable

● Peer-led hands-on intensive workshops

● Volunteer instructors

● Open and collaborative lesson materials

● Creating and supporting community



Non-profit organization that:

● Trains people in software development and data 

science skills for more effective work and career 

development

● Builds community and local capacity for teaching 

and learning these skills and perspectives



Carpentries? 



Workshops

● 2-days, active learning

● Feedback to learners throughout the workshop

● Trained instructors

● Friendly learning environment





Software Carpentry Lessons

● Software development best practices

○ Command line

○ Version control with github

○ Programming in Python or R



Data Carpentry Lessons

● Working effectively with data and includes 

domain-specific content

● Domain content

○ Ecology: working with tabular data, ecological data

○ Genomics: cloud computing, genomic data organization, working with 

bioinformatics tools at the command line

○ Geospatial: organizing and working with geospatial data in R

○ Social science: tabular data with social science data

○ More in development



Library Carpentry Core Objectives

Library Carpentry workshops teach people working in library- and 

information-related roles how to: 

● Cut through the jargon terms and phrases of software 

development and data science and apply concepts from these 

fields in library tasks; 

● Identify and use best practice in data structures; 

● Learn how to programmatically transform and map data from one 

form to another; 

● Work effectively with researchers, IT, and systems colleagues; 

● Automate repetitive, error prone tasks.



Workshop goals

● Teach skills

● Get people started and introduce them to 

what’s possible

● Build confidence in using these skills

● Encourage people to continue learning

● Positive learning experience



Instructors 

Instructor training program that teaches educational pedagogy. 

How to teach generally as well as for Carpentries workshops. 

http://carpentries.github.io/instructor-training/

Over 1,000 volunteer instructors on 6 continents

http://carpentries.github.io/instructor-training/


Curriculum

● Open and collaboratively developed

● Continual improvement and up-to-date



Community

A group of people excited about software and data skills and 

about sharing them with others

● Mentoring program and instructor onboarding

● Discussion groups and community calls

● Email lists

● Teaching at other institutions

Connecting with The Carpentries: 

https://carpentries.org/connect/

https://carpentries.org/connect/


Outcomes

Short and long term surveys show that people are learning the 

skills, putting them into practice in their work and have more 

confidence in their ability to do computational work.

The tools I learned in my Carpentry workshop: 

“helped me to reshape my workflow into a far more efficient and robust process.”

“are improving my ability to share data and code.”

“helped facilitate my understanding of the problems and solutions to accessing and transforming data.”

“[are] useful tools for training my own team.”



People like the workshops





Thank you!

Socials
Twitter @MueRabea
Email muellerr@zbmed.de

Support


